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Whatever Happened
to Our Public Places?
ook at the city hail in Pensacola, the train station in
Jacksonville, Sarasota High School, the cigar workers’
social clubs in Tampa and Key West, and the old court
house in Bartow. These are monuments to our public life.
Built in the last century or in the opening years of this century,
these beautiful and costly buildings are also testimonies to the
value we gave to community life. Private homes might be modest,
but citizens pooled their monies to build churches, schools, and
government offices, places to congregate with their neighbors.
These were places for the common good and places where a sense
of common purpose was developed.
Study the florida landscape today and you will find that while
we invested in our community life in earlier
years, more recently, we have made our invest
ments in our private homes. What are we saying
to our children when we send them year after
year to portable classrooms attached to concrete
block buildings that have no relation to our
beautiful Florida landscape? What are we saying
to our citizens when they perform their civic
duties in courthouses and city halls constructed
at the lowest cost without even a nod toward
design? And what can we conclude about a people many of whose
public buildings are ugly and in disrepair, while our private homes
grow larger and grander beyond imagination-or possible use?
In the most recent edition of the Kettering Review, David
Mathews defines a public as a "society of diverse people who are
joined through associations in the practical business of addressing
problems." But where do we do the "practical business of address
ing problems?" And in what spaces do we build the trust and
cooperation we need to address the common good? It seems obvi
ous that we will strengthen participation in civic life by designing
buildings and by developing outdoor spaces that welcome us and
invite us to come together.
For me, the lesson of this issue of the FORUM is that public
spaces are just as essential to a democracy as thoughtful discussion
and critical thinking. It may soon be possible for us to enjoy a
cyberspace community life; until then and even then, we need
places where we can practice collective deliberation and spaces that
announce, through their design, our belief in the importance of
public life. *
Ann Henderson
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COMMUNITY
Vincent Scully

is

arguably

America’s best known and most emi
nent architecture historian. Until
semi-retirement in 1991, he taught

_

generations of Yale students in a
famous introductory course that
repeatedly put him on lists of the
nation’s best college teachers. His Yale
students included architects Robert
AM. Stern, Andres Duany, and
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; Maya Lin,
designer of the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial; and Pulitzer Prize-win
ning critic Paul Goldberger.
In recent years, Scully has lived
winters in Coral Gables and taught
spring term at the University of
Miami School of Architecture. A
recurring theme in his lectures and
writings is architecture’s potential to
build community and civility, and
conversely, the ways in which bad
design can destroy a community or
the heart of a city. His most recent
expressions of those ideas are often
heavy with Florida examples. Here are
two excerpts, from a 1995 interview
on the occasion of his being named the
Jefferson Lecturer on the Humanities,
and from a speech this March on a
controversial development planned for
Coral Gables. The latter, printed with
Professor Scully’s permission, is being
published for the first time in this
issue of FORUM.
4
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To see how a highway can tear up a community.

RSUSTH[ CAR
he money right now is in
the suburbs, so work can be
done there. But when you
get into the center city,
where it apparently has to
be a government commit
ment to effect change, that’s where
the government has not yet made the
necessary commitment. And the old
types of projects, those internationalstyle high rises that were built a gen
eration ago, are literally being blown
up or torn down everywhere be
cause they proved to be unlivable
and destructive of community val
ues. They created a social wasteland,
now a desert.
BY

VINCENT

SCULLY

You know, the only people in America who really have

ever wanted to live in apartments have been the rich,
because, in a sense, the rich don’t need community. If you
have money, you’re sheltered from a lot of things. The poor
need community, but the rich have shown that they like it
when they can get it. For example, Windsor, north of Vero
Beach, by Duany and Plater-Zyberk, is as rich a develop
ment as you can imagine. It’s got two polo fields. They
were intended, I think, for Prince Charles to practice and
play on. And there are houses available around a splendid
golf course or along the ocean beach or on the inland
waterway, but there are also house sites available in a tightjust take a look at the end of 1.95 in downtown Miami.

WINTER

1996/1997
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INTRODUCTION
ly gridded town right in the middle. Every
client so far has chosen to build in the tightly
gridded town.
The rich, who can choose, are choosing
community or its image. It’s deeply seated in
human beings. That’s what we’ve lost in
America. We’ve come apart. Our community
is torn apart. One of the worst things was
those freeways that destroyed community.
When you take 1-95 right to its conclusion,
right down into Miami, its very last act before
it subsides down into U.S. I again is that it
destroys Overtown, which was a stable, long

standing African American community right
in the heart of Miami. And when people’s
environments are destroyed-when their
street pattern is gone, when their churches are
gone, when the neighborhood bar is gonewhen all of that’s gone and you’ve got just the
piers of the freeway, people go mad. They are
driven mad, because the community really
does mediate between the individual and
nature’s implacable laws.

The Mall That May Ruin Ooral GncJes
Scully spoke March 31 to a town meeting of
groups opposing plans to build a large mixed-use
Rouse Company development on city-owned land
in the midst of residential Coral Gables, a city laid
out by visionary developer George Merrick in the
1920s. Among other things, he argues, develop
ment of the so-called Maintenance Yard site would
devastate the historic Miracle Mile shopping street
at the town’s center.
his solution, if that is what it can
be called, this enormous region
al shopping mall as large as a
small city itself, would, in my

T

city with traffic. Novelists and movie makers

have imagined civilization ending in one great

traffic jam. Our terminal seizure would occur
at the intersections of U.S. #1 with Bird, Ponce,
Lejeune, and Riviera and would spread out
from there in a great blob. It would change the
character of Coral Gables forever. It would
plant a cancer in its body, the cancer of the
Strip, a parasite that would destroy its host in
a measurable time.
I think there is every historical justifica
tion for that opinion. You may ask what cities
have been destroyed by malls, what downtowns, what main streets? But you would
have to amend that to ask instead what cities
haven’t been destroyed by them. If I think of
my own home town, poor old New Haven,

commimity

Connecticut: destroyed by malls. My wife’s
home town of Lynchburg: destroyed by malls.
The same for Charlottesville, Richmond, and
all the way on across the prairies to Hope,
Arkansas. Hope is one of the saddest things
you ever saw. Right by the interstate, there is a
mall, and one mile in, there’s a ghost town.
And that’s Hope, and the street is empty.
That’s the way it is all over the United States.
It is a tragic thing, because what happens is
when main street, the heart of the townwhere the town hail should be, as it is in Coral
Gables-where the life of the town is, when
that is destroyed, the community is destroyed.
It’s over, and unless everything is turned right
around, nothing can ever be the same again.
The town is finished, eaten by the mall.
It’s ironic, though, that while all those
main streets have been destroyed, towns
everywhere in the United States are now

counter-attacking with enormous success. All
over the country they have revitalized their

opinion, destroy everything. It
would degrade, destabilize,
devastate Miracle Mile, turn it

into a third-rate, empty place.
George Merrick called that area,
Miracle Mile, Coral Way and the adjacent
streets, "the distinctive Business Section of
Coral Gables." That is what he intended, one
center for his city right there, and only there.
He had no intention of competing with it any
where else.
The proposed mall would also flood the

W&ve come
apart. One of
the worst
things was
those freeways
that destmyed

-
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Given a choice of
ocean lots, golf
course lots, waterway
lots, or a tightly-grid.
ded town center,
wealthy residents of
Windsor below, near
Vero Beach, picked
the town.
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The pmposcd
mall.., would
change the
character of
Coral Gables
forever. It
would plant a
cancer in its
body the
cancer of the
Strip, a
parasite that
would destmy
its host in a
measurable

main streets and beaten the malls. You can
name scores of them: Pasadena, Santa Barbara,
Portland, Marblehead, Oak Park, Winter Park,
Demon, Texas, and lots of others have won,
have redeemed their downtowns. And the rea
son they have had such success is a simple one.
It’s because main street, given a chance, is bet
ter than any mall: much more interesting for
everything, even shopping, than any mall can
be. It is real life. That’s where it all is, city hail,
courthouse, post office, and all the people
whom economics keep out of the malls. It’s
where everyone is, where the action really is.
What the malls are and try to be are imita
tion main streets, false main streets. The one in
question calls itself a "village," now evolved
into, "The Village of Merrick Park," so com
bining three untruths. "This is not a mall," said
one of Rouse’s salesmen at a public meeting
stocked by Rouse with free booze and food,
"There is nothing mall about it." So language
too is degraded, and nothing means anything
any more. That is especially sad here, where
we have such a beautiful main street, such a
wonderful downtown already, ready for help,
which it would repay thousandfold. Certainly

Miracle Mile is too wide. Merrick loved auto
mobiles. He never realized how numerous
they were going to become and how they
would have to be disciplined downtown to
make a stable place. Now his key streets
should be narrowed, ideally with shade trees

planted down the center, and with widened
sidewalks, slowing the traffic, calming it. The
alleys should be worked into the system, and
the side streets, integrating the whole thing. In
the end it would all be much more beautiful
than a mall and might even be able to attract,

heaven help us, one of those large retailers
who seem so important to these things.
Pasadena and many of the other towns I men

tioned have done just that.
So much for Miracle Mile. What about the
traffic? One of the city’s experts claimed the
other night that there would be no increase
because it would all be off peak. All you have
to do is go to any mall anytime, say to the Falls,

and you’ve got those three lanes turning onto
U.S. #1 and thousands of parked cars broiling
in the sun. And it’s especially worse on the

weekend, when we normally expect a little
8
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peace and quiet. That’s when you really get the
action of the strip, killing the quiet days. I hate
to say it, but some of my best friends are traffic
engineers. In New Haven in 1967 we were told
by the Department of Transportation that
unless we rammed an eight-lane connector
right through the middle of town we would
without doubt have absolute gridlock within
three years. But we stopped the thing, and it
never happened. Thirty years later and the
traffic runs as it always did. They are usually
wrong at the DOT because they are so special
ized that they have lost the sense of the urban
whole. But we can imagine what would hap
pen here as they come up from the south, hun
gry for the stuff, choking Lejeune, bumper to
bumper. Pretty soon the DOT would want to
widen the street, cut down the trees. Then it
would flood over to Riviera and sneak up

behind and how long would those road clos
ings last? Not long under the pressures that
would be generated there. Especially if the
masters of the malls, our masters by that time,
were to say, "Open them up."
a

I

n all this George Merrick is not guilt
less, because he loved the automobile,
and he loved most of all his great
boulevards. The one he loved best was
Ponce de Leon, and he said, "It will be
the Broadway of Coral Gables and
when completed will stretch from the
waters of Biscayne Bay northward
throughout the entire city of Coral
Gables, merging finally into Flagler Street, the
main thoroughfare of Miami." So he saw it,
rushing on unimpeded. There was to be a
wonderful railroad station on it right across
from the University. There, Merrick wrote,
"the Riviera would meet with Miami, Havana,
and New York where a handsome railroad sta
tion is to be erected on the main line of the
Florida East Coast Railway opposite the
University of Miami. It will be the most impos
ing edifice of its kind south of Jacksonville."
The major thing Merrick was proud of
about Ponce was that where it curved around
as University Concourse-which was going to
have automobiles, trolleys, and a train-a
large body of water was to be enclosed, the
turning basin for his canals, right where the

Maintenance Yard site of the proposed devel
opment is now. There is still a little water
down there: it still wants to be a lake, wants to
be a canal. And it was big. It was almost as big
has the Rouse project. Merrick romanticized it
as a lagoon with barges and so on in the heart
of a tiny "Industrial Section," with a few ware
houses and a rail connection, but he never
intended-as interested parties have suggest
ed recently-to have an entrance to Coral

Gables at that point. He never suggested such
a thing. Nor was he going to have a hotel or
any business or shopping that would compete
with his "distinctive Business Section of Coral

Gables." He said that there would be adequate
shopping for the people of the neighborhood,
and that was all. Trolleys would take people to
Miracle Mile and anywhere else in Coral
Gables they wanted to go.
Of course, George Merrick was not a
prophet or a saint. He was a real estate man
from the bad old days of Florida’s heroic
boom, and he loved his city just as his con
temporary George Babbitt loved his own city
of Zenith, rising to the skies. In fact, Sinclair
Lewis published Babbitt in 1922, just as Coral

Gables was swinging into high gear. It is all
wonderfully apt; one of the closest people to
George Merrick was Denman Fink, his broth
er-in-law and architect, while a man named
Fink was an associate of Babbitt. Like Babbitt,

George Merrick was an advertising man and
wasn’t afraid of hyperbole. He tells us one
thing, though, that is very touching. He tells
us in 1925 that the only money he has ever
made or ever expects to make has come from
developing and selling lots in Coral Gables,
and that his expenditures have exceeded
everything he has taken in so far. And that
was true, but it was more than expenditures; it
was gifts as well. Merrick donated the land,
his own land that he could have sold at a great
profit, for the University of Miami. Then he
endowed that university with millions of dol
lars of his own money and had his own, really
very good, architects design a wonderful cam
pus for it, which, alas, never came to fruition
because of the hurricane of I 926-which was
also the destruction of Merrick.
The great and the sad thing, of course, is
that Merrick had a vision. And while that

vision was never entirely carried out, it was at
least partially completed and we can feel it
still alive here in Coral Gables. His vision, like
that of his father, a minister in the
Congregational Church, derived from his
reading of the prophet Ezekiel. It had to do
with the perfect city, also one great temple, a
city founded on a hill as an image of right
eousness for all mankind to see, a city built to
last long after all other cities were no more.
South Florida is flat, but the image was no less
real for that, and much of it became reality.
When we approach Coral Gables through the
rest of South Dade, all of a sudden we see a
garden, a paradise, a stable city in the middle
of South Florida’s automobile sprawl. The pre
sent proposal cares for none of that and would
destroy it. The administration’s vision of
Rouse’s mall seems to be only of the money
we will presumably receive from it-money
which in similar cases has usually turned out
to be an illusion, a lot less real for the city than

Ezekiel’s dream.
It is all rather demeaning, as well as total
unnecessary
for a city as well off as Coral
ly

Gables, but here we all have to look into our
own hearts as well. Because after all we get the
environment we deserve. We make it. And
what creates these malls? Our greed, our
obsession with things, our childish need for
toys, for which we will let everything else go,
all sense of community, all civic decency, all
love for our fellow man, everything. It really is
in that sense-the destruction of the human
city, the city which has always been the
metaphor for Western Civilization and has, in
fact, sustained it. Shall it end right here on
Florida’s flat land, the shining city on the hill? El-

The Venetian Pool top,
a tree-lined residential
street, and the Miracle
Mile shopping section
at city center below
are part of whet is
worth saving in historic
Coral Gables.
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Community as Amenity
Disney offers nostalgia, for a price
BY

A

RICK

s president of the largest homebuilding firm at Celebration,
Tim Edmond gets a panoramic
look at the universe of people
buying into the Walt Disney
Company’s ballyhooed foray into
community development.
Typically the buyers are twoincome families. Youngish couples
with children are the most numerous.
But there is a sprinkling of baby
boomer empty-nesters too and even a
few retirees. The Celebra
tion pioneers are joiners,
eager to know the way to
the Book Club or the
Gourmet Club as soon as
they move in. And while
Celebration has enjoyed
enviable national publicity
since its launch two years
ago, it is not, except in rare
instances, a destination
move. The buyers are well-heeled
folk moving into or around the
Orlando area.
But there is one other thing that
sets them apart, Town and Country
Homes’ Edmond notes. "When you
ask why are they here, it is for shelter,
a new home. But nearly all of them
also say, ‘It reminds me of where I
grew up’ or ‘where my grandparents
lived."
As developer Joel Embry writes
later in this issue see page 26 that

10 FHC
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EDMONDS
small-town feeling, once embedded in
your experience, is hard to shake.
Indeed, author Brendan Gill suggest
ed in a PBS series on architecture some
years ago that a simple test shows
how profoundly memories of houses,
streets, and neighborhoods are inter
nalized. Think of your dreams and
how regularly the places of your early
years appear vividly as a setting.
Celebration’s recreation of the feel
of the typical American small town of
an earlier era is consider
ably more than an exercise
in nostalgia. It is an ex
periment, testing whe
ther a certain kind of
"community,"-all
but
lost in our prevailing
automobile-centric subur
ban design-is an amen
ity people rill pay for.
Simultaneously, it moves
the idea of community out of the acad
emy and other rarefied seminar dis
cussions into the marketplace.
Mark well that at Celebration,
community does have a dollar cost.
Builder Edmond complains good
naturedly that Disney is a demanding
partner, exacting on quality. He lifts
from a shelf a ponderous "pattern
book" that specifies, say, how a cor
nice ought to be detailed down to the
quarter inch. "And they’ll demand
that it be just so." Add in some expen

At Celebration, an elaborate
town center above came
first, the town and its resi

dents later. Buildings were
going up fast right all
through 1996.

Two cheers for planning
healthy patterns of life
f you think you’re sophisticated, you
can easily fall into the trap of sneering
at the architecture without looking
closely at the underlying ideas. That’s too
bad, because the people who planned
Celebration have thought long and hard
about something that goes beyond archi
tecture: about what makes healthy pat
terns of life in a town. I’d recommend that
any readers who plan to be near Orlando
take a side trip to Celebration.
The ease of making such a visit is
one of the things I like. Celebration isn’t
exclusive. It isn’t, in any sense, a gated
community. Anyone can drive in for a
meal or a drink or a date or just a quiet
walk around the lake. On weekend
evenings, quite a few people do.
What attracts these visitors? Exactly
the things, I’d argue, that you can’t find
elsewhere in Florida, a state that has
become, more or less, one enormous,
anonymous, interchangeable strip mall.
Celebration is like the traditional
towns and villages of New England, which
are, let’s not forget, places we still value
highly. Nantucket in fact, is one of seven
American towns whose names are dis
played in the rotunda of the yisitor’s
Center, the way libraries used to display
the names of great authors. As with these
exemplars, Celebration’s buildings are
fairly tightly clustered. Consequently, you
can get almost anywhere by walking.
Different uses tend to be mixed on the
same block, sometimes in the same build
ing. They’re not zoned into shopping here,
offices there, and housing somewhere
else, linked only by highways. Kids roam
around on bicycles; they dont have to be
carpooled. Older folks walk downtown
from their homes to sit by the lake in the
sun. You run into your neighbors by acci
dent face to face, every day, instead of
passing them in cars like ships at sea.

I

From "Celebrating Community, "by
Robert Campbell, The Boston Globe.
February 2, 1997
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Celebration will ultimately spread
20,000 residents over 4,900 acres. Phase
One is only a fifth that size. The town cen
ter lower edge near lake, golf course,
commercial buildings across express
way. top of drawing and in-town hous
ing came first New York architects
Robert A. M. Stern and Jacquelin
Robertson did the master plan. A kinder
garten through 12th grade public school
is open and moves into permanent quar
ters in the fall of 1991. Artist renderings
of Celebration’s Market Street are
shown opposite page.
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sive computer-friendly wiring specifi
cations, and you have homes that sell
for at least a 10 percent premium,
maybe 20 or more, over comparables
in the Orlando area.
The record so far is that people
will pay The first several hundred
Celebration homes were awarded in a
well-publicized lottery. It was, by a
wide margin, the biggest-selling new
development in the Orlando area in
1996. Some 25,000 pilgrims trekked
through a "parade of homes" promo
tion this spring.
Celebration, like most things
Disney, has been widely reviewed,
analyzed, and debated. Architecture
writers for national publications have
weighed in, most of them favorably
An American Studies professor at
New York University has moved in to
write a-year-in-the-life scholarly
account of the new town and its new
residents. Disney critics see a danger
ously popularized version of both de
sign and community. These views
are sampled in the accompanying
excerpts.
You can see at least three streams
flowing together in fascinating fash
ion at Celebration, It is a big, high-

profile application of the New
Urbanism design principles pio
neered at Seaside in the 1980s. It has
legitimate lineage to Walt Disney’s
thinking about small towns. But it is
also a product of the contemporary
Disney Company marketing jugger
naut. All of which again puts a
Florida-grown new town in the fore
front of an important design move
ment. But Celebration is also an
experiment with so many special fea
tures that it may, in the end, not offer
a definitive answer to the big question
of whether this is the way people
want to live.
If you have seen Seaside,
Celebration is a bulked-up sibling
without the beachfront focus of the
Panhandle resort town. There are
pastel wood-frame houses, abundant
porches, and a town center that is an
obvious focus. My first brief visit was
at 3 p.m. on a January weekday,
school dismissal time. There were
quite a few cars, no orange buses, and
a steady stream of youngsters isssuing
forth on foot and skateboard toward
the town center or their homes. The
scene was immediately evocative of
the neighborhood school of my youth

Streets and a golf course work as public space
licing north from the downtown is a
boulevard with a lagoon that leads to
the town’s golf clubhouse. In con
trast to the typical golf course community,
in which the course is a private amenity
for homes that back up to it, Celebration’s
course is designed as a public park. A
sidewalk allows non-golfers to walk along
the course and enjoy the view.
The neighborhoods have been laid
out with similar intelligence. Indeed, they
feel more like neighborhoods than subdivi
sions because they relate to public spaces
instead of being organized as private
enclaves, barricaded behind a gatehouse.
At one of them, Veranda Place, two-story,
white-columned houses with front porch
es face a grassy square that all but invites
children to play. The porches are close
enough to the sidewalk, and to each other,

fl

b

to enable people to carry on a conversa
tion.
Things are working out exactly as
intended, according to residents who live
at Veranda Place. And there’s every rea
son to believe them. The porches are in
effect outdoor rooms, furnished with
everything from deck chairs to flowers to
hammocks. That shows not only that
they’re being used, but also that people
feel safe enough to leave private posses
sions outside.
Here, design seems to have opened
the door for different patterns of human
behavior.
From "Cause for Celebration?" by
Blair Kamin, The Chicago Tribune. March
II, 1997

and lots of other people’s.
Celebration started as a tract of
10,000 acres at the south edge of the
Disney property across Interstate 4.
Michael Eisner issued a 1986 challenge
to his real estate executives: figure out
a way to develop it residentially or sell
Andres Duany and Elizabeth
it.
Plater-Zyberk, designers of Seaside,
participated in the first phase of plan
ning, though other architects were
ultimately chosen to bring the project
to completion.
Everything from the Celebration
name to a half-dozen permitted build
ing styles to lead amenities the school
and a future health center were sub
ject to careful market research. So, for
instance, there is no trace of Mickey
Mouse, the Disney paraphernalia
store, or any other chain operations;
instead the Disney presence is empha
sized in a general aura of wholesome
ness, cleanliness, and quality
Disney promotional materials
speak of community as one of
Celebration’s key selling points.
Quoting Eisner on "civic infrastruc
ture" and the "human element," the
brochure has in mind such things as
Boy Scouts and a Rotary Club, events
in downtown Lakeside Park like holi
day picnics and art festivals. The com
pany has also created "a non-profit
Celebration Foundation as a focus for
residents’ community involvement
and participation." But the planned
development format gives the compa
ny considerable control during an
anticipated 20-year build out. Phase
One is only a tenth of the total. No
excesses of participatory democracy
are likely anytime soon.
Disneyologists will recall that
Walt himself had a detailed vision for
an Experimental Prototype Com
munity of Tomorrow.
But when
EPCOT was built in the early 1980s, it
wasn’t a futuristic residential commu
nity but a second theme park with a
world showcase motif. Anne-Marie
Matthews, Celebration’s lead spokes
person, says diplomatically that the
new city "has a tie back to Walt
Disney’s original idea but without the
Buck Rogers, futuristic stuff that has
become outdated."
Indeed one might argue that
Disney had the "small-town feeling"
in mind even back in the germinal
stages of dreaming up his famous
S U M M E 5
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Sell-ebration: Living inside the book of Disney
By Benjamin R. Barber

C

eebration, Florida, Disney’s commer
cial experiment in the Disneyfication of
the town environment is one third a
Ne town" on the model of say
Reston, Virginia, one third an exercise in sub
urban escapism that creates a metaphoric
gated community walled off from America’s
real urban problems, and one third a typical
Disney fantasyland simulation-in this case
reproducing life itself, in its most cherished
small town incarnation. Disney’s hard-sell pro
motion materials on Celebration boast that it is
doing what "no one had ever done before."
New towns are, of course, old news in
America, so the building of a town from the
bare ground up cannot be the story here.
Indeed, all of America’s towns and cities were
at some point ‘new towns’ built on virgin terri
tory in a ‘second Eden.’ And
while Celebration clearly wants
out from urban America, an
exclusive planned development
is hardly something "no one had
ever done before." Much of
suburban America is now com
prised of towns trng to run
away from problems identified
with the cities-drugs, crime,
overcrowding, poverty, and car
fumes; problems that inevitably
have followed fleeing urbanites
to their new suburban enclaves.
No, what is new and riveting
and more than a little appalling
about Celebration is that Disney
has now taken the principles of
comic book spectatorship and
sanitized vacations and safetyconscious adventure and vicari
ous history and homogenized
variety and simulated ethnicity
from its entertainment venue and applied them
to a living environment a place where people
don’t just visit or take a week off, but where
they work and live and raise children and pre
sumably even grow old and die. While it’s but a
hop, skip and a jump from Celebration to
Orlando, which in addition to its own Disney
attractions, is home to unemployment, welfare,
poverty, race bias, and such fixtures of urban
life as grand larceny, rape, and bloody murder,
Celebration on the other hand will be about a
"signature golf course, tennis courts, acres of
parks, ponds and open spaces," as well as
"homes with front porches and a vibrant
downtown where you’ll see friends and neigh
bors
These vaunted friends and neighbors
will, however, be conjured not from years of
earned solicitude and tested loyalty but from
strangers willing to pay Celebration’s price of
admission-the price of a mortgage.
Celebration celebrates "the building of a
14
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When a government runs
news stations,
creates communities,
defines friends and
neighbors, controls
architecture and rewrites
history, it’s called
totalitarianism. When the
Disney corporation does
it, itc called Celebration.

Front porches, flower boxes-and a retreat
from the problems of real urban life?
community" but you don’t have to build it your
self. It comes ready-made, courtesy of its
famous architects and town planners like
Robert A.M. Stern and Jacquelin Robertson. It
will be there when your arrive, along with
instant "Celebration traditions" like "a funfilled interactive orientation session", tradi
tions which, along with the new kitchens and
the 18-hole golf course designed by Robert
Trent Jones, Sr. and Jr., are prefabricated and
ready for occupancy. Disney’s traditions are
not born of blood, sweat and tears of common
experience, forged over generations: they are
imagineered by the same folks who make the
films and create the rides and design the pavil
ions. In Celebration, community and tradition
alike can be bought-a life-long ‘ride’ in

Disney’s Town-land. After all, Disney is a forprofit corporation not a charity. Celebration is
Sell-ebration; what it sells is living without risk,
diversity without tension, community without
pain, tradition without history.
This is surely Disney’s most ambitious pro
ject As it once hoped to recreate, right next to
the actual Virginia battlefields of the Civil War,
a simulated civil war theme park where
Americans could enter history without paying
a price any higher than the cost of their ticket,
so in Celebration they will enter ready-made
traditions and architecturally rendered com
munities with carefully crafted front porches
and equally well crafted "friends and neigh
bors"-call it "archetainment" Night will
come in Celebration, but the curtain will not
fall on the show here, because life is the show.
Morning will follow night but it still won’t be
time to head home as from a theme park vaca
tion because Celebration’s cast
are residents, and they will
already be at home in a comic
book movie that lasts forever.
Will Celebration be diverse?
Its archetainment style is a
Disneyclectic hodgepodge on
the surface, with a comforting
homogeneity underneath.... The
community Disney mimics in
Celebration has disappeared in
many real American cities and is
in jeopardy almost every
where....
Celebration is like a project
z of The Disney Institute, the com
pany’s new foray into adult-edu
cation: it allows you to enter
your own soap opera-join
someone else’s community,
except you are the someone
else! In Celebration, Disney is
re-imagineering life itself as a
permanent simulation. Be a cartoon figure for
life incarcerated inside the book of Disney.
When a government runs news stations,
creates communities, defines friends and
neighbors, controls architecture and rewrites
history, it’s called totalitarianism. When the
Disney corporation does it, it’s called
Celebration. Except with Disney the motives
are commercial, the reality is simulated, and
the consequences are blandness, shallowness
and the death of substance and taste alike,
Disney’s world is not totalitarian, it is only a
simulation, a kind of totalitarian-land. Still,
that’s nothing to celebrate. *
Benjamin H. Barber is the Director of the
Walt Whitman Center for the Culture and
Politics of Democracy at Rutgers Universi
and the author of Strong Democracy. as well
as, most recently, Jibed versus Mc World from
Ballantine Books.

Civic infrastructure will
make planners think
Eisner’s Celebration is
actually the opposite of Walt
Disney’s urban vision. Walt
Michael
Disney imagined a world in which
problems would be solved by sci
ence and technology. Celebration
puts technology in the background
and concentrates on putting in place
the less tangible civic infrastructure
that is a prerequisite for community.
Home buyers agree to be governed
by their own homeowners’ associa
tion and by a set of restrictive deed
covenants whose purpose is to
strike a balance between individual
freedom and communal responsibili
ty. You can park your cars in front of
your house, for example, but no
more than two cars. You can sublet
your house-or your garage apart
ment-but you can’t lease individual
rooms. You can hold a garage sale,
but only once a year...
Celebration, with its curious
mixture of old-fashioned values and
newfangled organization, is a far cry
from Walt Disney’s vision of the
future. Still, it will change the way
we think about planning new com
munities, which is, after all, what
Uncle Walt had in mind in the first
place.

Parades down Main Street are a
Disney World staple-not part of
Celebration. Disneyland in California
is where Walt Disney’s first ‘small
townS vision was realized.
theme park. Bob Thomas’ useful 1976
biography notes that Main Street
U.S.A., a two-thirds scale town square,
is not just the physical center of
Disneyland and Disney World, it was
also at the center of the idea of the
park.
In a 1948 memo, Disney outlined
ideas for what he was then calling
Mickey Mouse Park:
"The Main Village, which also
includes the Railroad Station, is built
around a village green or informal
park. In the park will be benches, a
bandstand, drinking fountain, trees
and shrubs. It will be a place for peo
ple to sit and rest; mothers and grand
mothers can watch over small children
at play. I want it to be very relaxing,
cool and inviting.
"Around the park will be built the
town. At one end will be the Railroad
Station; at the other end, the Town
Hall. The Hall will be built to repre
sent a Town Hall but actually we will
use it as our administration building.
It will be the headquarters of the entire
project.
"Adjoining the Town Hall will be
the Fire and Police Stations. The Fire
Station will contain practical fire appa
ratus, scaled down. The Police Station
will also be put to practical use. Here
the visitors will report all violations,

From "Tomorrowland"By
Witold Rybczynski, The New Yorkfir.
July22, 7996

lost articles, lost kids, etc. In it we
could have a little jail where kids
could look in. We might even have
some characters in it."
There was much more to this
list-a drug store with soda fountains,
a toy repair shop and doll hospital, a
candy factory selling old-fashioned
candy, a colorful hot dog and icecream stand. When he secured finan
cing for Disneyland nearly a decade
later, Disney incorporated this vision
whole into his reinvention of an
amusement park, cleaner and without
sinister types operating the rides.
Scrolling ahead to 1966, Florda’s
Disney World was in its planning
stages and Walt Disney was intellectu
ally engaged in planning his City of
S U M M E R
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CELEBRATION
Tomorrow, Thomas quotes an inter
view a month before Disney’s death in
which Disney offers a cascade of
ideas-at least some of which sur
vived 30 years to the building of
Celebration:
"It’s like the city of tomorrow
ought to be, a city that caters to the
people as a service function. It will be
a planned, controlled community, a
showcase for American industry and
research, schools, cultural and educa
tional opportunities. In EPCOT, there
will be no slum areas because we will
not let them develop. There will be no
landowners and therefore no voting
control.
People will rent houses
instead of buying them and at modest
rentals. There will be no retirees.
Everyone must be employed. One of
our requirements is that the people
who live in EPCOT must help keep it
alive."
Corporate Disney has efficiently
sanded the rougher edges off Walt’s
vision-but has also kept some of the
best. Celebration does include show
case "strategic alliances" with AT&T,
GE and other corporate giants. The
adult-education Disney Institute has a
presence there. And there is a com
mitment to future technology with
homes wired for real-time linkage to
the computer systems of the school
and the future medical center.
But Corporate Disney has also
hedged its bets with lavish front-end
investments in the unconventional

and the conventional too. Unlike
Seaside, Celebration has a golf course,
designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr.
AND Robert Trent Jones Sr. with a
handsome retro clubhouse and cos
tumed staff. The recently completed
Greeneway connector runs along the
edge of the golf course and commer
cial district, inviting travelers to pause
and look. The town center is a mini
display center of name contemporary
architects-Venturi, Stern, Johnson,
Graves. Disney isn’t saying, but the
sum of these enhancements has to
total $50 million, more likely $100 to
$150 million and more to come if
needed.
The Faustian bargain for residents
is transparent. This is not a place to get
away from it all. You share your
downtown with the tourists and your
streets with the parade-of-homes tirekickers. But with that qualification,
there is lots of there there, courtesy of
your friendly Disney developers.
As night falls on a crisp March
evening, the sidewalk cafes are wellfilled and Cesar Pelli’s knockout oldstyle movie house sparkles enticingly.
In spite of a growing pain or two
some families found the ungraded
school too avant-garde and have
moved out, Celebration looks to be a
nice place to visit and a good place to
live as well. But as builder Edmond
cautions, "it would be hard to dupli
cate all that is here. So it may be a poor
model on which to judge anything."U

A Seaside intersection dou
bles as a gathering spot
above right. Each street
ends in a pavilion like the
one at right showing the
way down to the Gull ot
Mexico beach.

ERCOT turned out as a second theme park, not Walt Disney’s original idea for an "Experimental
Prototype Community of Tomorrow.’
16
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atfifteen, a settled success

R

obert S. Davis, the developer of
Seaside, was interviewed last
fall by FORUM editor Rick
Edmonds. The resort communi
ty, on the gulf between Fort
Walton Beach and Panama City, has
won numerous architectural awards
and is considered a prime example of
"New Urbanism" design principles.
For people who haven’t seen Seaside,
it is obviously more than a collection of
pastel, old-fashioned houses. Could you
explain two or three of the key elements
that make Seaside Seaside and account for
all the interest in the community?
The key eements architecturally,
for me, are that the buildings, as an
ensemble, hang together because they
are coded to be a continuation of a
longstanding tradition of building
sensibly in this particular micro-cli
mate using appropriate materials.

Following the old-timers’ ways, we
have porches and deep roof over
hangs and cross-ventilation so that the
houses would be comfortable. Even
more important is that they hang
together as an ensemble and form
cohesive, coherent, and quite beauti
ful streetscapes. And they do that by
lining up in a regular pattern at the
edges of those streets at a distance that
is not so great as to completely elimi
nate the possibility of spatial enclo
sure.
Almost everyone seems to agree that
the reverse is ugly-the big main artery
with strip malls back from the road or the
suburban neighborhood with houses set
way back and a garage facing you.
We’ve had a kind of single mind
edness in the United States of town
scapes being designed by traffic engi
neers and zoning-code writers who
are primarily concerned with moving
S U M M E R
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Public Walkways
Public Buildings

Private Buildings

cars smoothly and making sure there
is a parking spot for every car at the
end at every conceivable trip. That
means that we have these incredible
strips of six, eight, ten, twelve lanes
always congested. Lined by vast
asphalt seas of parking that are rarely
congested because there is more park
ing than needed. Because they never
connect to each other, you can never
get from the Burger King to the
Kentucky Fried Chicken without get
ting back on the strip. Or from one
mall to the next. As a result, the road
way is a constant nightmare.
At minimum what we ought to be
doing is actually narrowing the road
ways and creating connections be
tween the strip shopping- People
could conceivably park their car once
and take up only one space and walk
from the Burger King to the shopping
mall or whatever. They actually do
have sidewalks in most of these strips
but you’d be picked up for vagrancy if
you walked on one of those sidewalks.
Many people who visit Seaside focus
on how much walking goes on. That’s all
by design?
Pretty much so. Seaside is
designed in a very long tradition of
building holiday towns as places for
people to walk or more precisely to
stroll, to promenade. To see and be
seen, to be out and about. The only
18
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At Seaside, streets
spoke from the
town center, and
many end, dramat
ically, at the
beachfront. The
streets are nar
rower and pedes
trian-triendly, with
several specified
types left.

SMALL STREET

ALLEY

FOOT PATH

way you can achieve that is by a cer
tain level of density. It doesn’t have to
be terribly high but it has to be higher
than suburbia. And by having enough
stuff to stroll toward that people want
to be out and about. And making the
physical surroundings of the stroll, the
streets and squares, inviting enough to
entice people out of their cars and onto
their feet. I think we’ve done a fairly
good job.
The most important thing is that

all these streets lead somewhere. They
all lead to a beautiful beach pavilion
overlooking the sea, that frames your
perception down to the sea. Or they
lead to a small downtown that has an
interesting grocery store run by a mom
n’ pop who are really citizens of the
community or to a fascinating little
jewelry store run by this guy who just
arrived here from the south of France a
few months ago.
I want to talk in a couple of contexts

The Thirteen Points of Traditional

Neighborhood Development
By Andres Duany & Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk
he social and environmental benefits of a
traditional neighborhood development
result from certain physical and organiza
tional characteristics. An authentic neighbor

T

hood includes most of the following:
1. The neighborhood has a discernible center.
This is often a square or green, and sometimes
a busy or memorable street intersection. A
transit stop would be located at this center.

2. Most of the dwellings are within a fiveminute walk of the center. This distance aver
ages one-quarter of a mile.
3. There is a variety of dwelling types within
the neighborhood. These usually take the form
of houses, rowhouses, and apartments, such
that younger and older people, singles and
families, the poor and the wealthy may find
places to live.
4. There are shops and offices at the edge of
the neighborhood. The shops should be suffi
ciently varied to supply the weekly needs of a

household. A convenience store is the most
important among them.
5. A small ancillary building is permitted within
the backyard of each house. It may be used as
a one rental unit, or as a place to work.
6. There is an elementary school close enough
so that most children can walk from their
dwelling. This distance should not be more
than one mile.
1. There are small playgrounds quite near
every dwelling. This distance should not be
more than one-eighth of a mile.
9. The streets within the neighborhood are a
connected network. This provides a variety of
itineraries and disperses traffic congestion.
9. The streets are relatively narrow and shaded
by rows of trees. This slows down the traffic,
creating an environment for the pedestrian and
the bicycle.
10. Buildings at the neighborhood center are
placed close to the street. This creates a

strong sense of place.
11. Parking lots and garage doors rarely

enfront the streets. Parking is relegated to the
rear ot the buildings, usually accessed by
alleys.
12. Certain prominent sites are reserved for
civic buildings. Buildings for meeting, educa
tion, religion, or culture are located at the ter
mination of the street vistas or at the neighbor
hood center.
13. The neighborhood is organized to be selfgoverning. A formal association debates and
decides on matters of maintenance, security,
and physical change.
These principles are followed in Seaside, of
which Duany and Plater-Zyberk are designers,
and in many other new towns and communi
ties.

walkable community and the corner
about Seaside being nearly finished. One
store that makes it walkable. The other
of the pleasures now of walking along the
possibility, that’s in many ways more
street is seeing tv/mt is being built that
interesting, is to try to expose people
may lessen a little bit in coming years, but
more to places like Winter Park so that
there will still be plenty to walk and see.
to
they can see that we’ve been doing
Yeah, I think when people go
this for a long time and it works just
Nantucket
or
to
Charleston or to
what
fine in places that have been around
it
is
not
to
see
Florence or Rome,
for
sixty or eighty years.
what
was
built
being
built,
but
to
see
is
Is there a good model within Florida of
a few hundred to a few thousand
a new community that is doing these
years ago. I think that here it will con
things? Celebration?
tinue to be an experience
think
Yeah,
I
that people like.
is
probably
Celebration
* Your
community,
going to be the fore
specifically, and the com
most model only be
munities you admire are
cause Disney has such
places where walking
overwhelming market
around and looking at
ing strength. It has its
what’s there is something
flaws as does Seaside,
enjoyable. Can you con
but I think that it will
trast that to an awful lot of
which
isn’t
be a very strong model.
built America
Particularly strong in
that way at all.
the active sense be
Well, it’s so dismal
cause it will receive an
that people pay $50 a
enormous number of
day to experience urban
life on Main Street in
visitors and receive an
Developer Robert Davis,
enormous amount of
Disney World. It’s a real
and his dog, Bud.
failure of the public
world attention.
You are doing several
realm at several levels.
One is that it’s generally
things that tie directly
so ugly and awful that
into civic life-the Sea
nobody wants to be "THE MOST IMPORTANT side
Institute,
for
there. And the other is
instance.
THING IS THAT ALL
that most people don’t
The mission of the
feel safe in places like
institute is the restora
New York City where
THESE STREETS LEAD tion of civic life. The
it’s not so ugly and
idea is that through
awful. But there are a
education,
through
SOMEWHERE"
number of places that
seminars, workshops,
are just as crowded as
and through a series of
Disney World that are smaller cities,
fairly light tours and in Seaside pro
like Charleston or Savannah or Key
grams, we can begin to mediate the
West. Coconut Grove a little bit. But
experience of being here for a variety
they tend to get very overloaded.
of people so that they will have a set of
Places like the Grove tend to suffer
tools to take home to Memphis or
because of their rarity.
Atlanta or Birmingham or wherever
What about new communities, in
and help improve civic life in their
Florida and elsewhere that follow some of
own communities.
the principles involved in Seaside? Will it
Tell me a little bit about your new
work on larger tracts of land not in a beau
ventures involving computers and virtual
tiful seaside location?
community.
Well, I think that if it is done rea
We’re working with the Universi
sonably well, it will work just fine.
ty of West Florida’s cybernetics think
And it will expose more people to the
tank: The Institute for Human and
possibility that the suburban way of
Machine Cognition. Quite a mouthful.
life that we think of as inevitable is in
And working on something called the
fact not at all inevitable. We can actu
Lukeion. It’s a joint venture of the
ally go back to suburban Atlanta or
Seaside Institute and the Cognition
suburban Orlando and begin to re
Institute of the University of West
configure communities. Encourage the
Florida which will explore the effects
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of high-band-width connections on
economic development in a place like
Seaside. And also explore the design
of the Internet in an attempt to shift
the metaphor away from the informa
tion highway and toward the informa
tion street, square, avenue, boule
vard-humane, friendly places for
people to roam around in electronic
space as well as in physical space. And
we think that there is something more
than just metaphor there.
And you have started one of Florida’s
first six charter schools?
Yes, what we’re truly proposing is
that we re-investigate the one room
schoolhouse as the pedagogical model
and that we break down the scale of
schools so that they’re not large insti
tutions to which every student must
be bused and within which every stu
dent gets lost. Rather they are small
neighborhood-scaled places that are
much more part of the community. All
the kids can walk there, bike there,
and teachers and parents and other
members of the community can all be
involved in the education of their chil
dren.
Let me ask a final question about val
ues, civic life, and democracy. Some peo
ple, the minority I guess, don’t like
Seaside. They feel like it is too tight, too
close, There is some loss of privacy. People
walking down the walkways, peeking in
your windows so you’ve got to draw the
20
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curtains. Do you think there’s anything to
that? The flip side is that people who d
like the suburbs or, for that matter, the
boondocks, often say it’s just nice to be out
there and have privacy with your family.
Do you think privacy, somewhere along
the line, has gotten overrated?
I do think that small town living,
in fact, does afford a fairly low possi
bility for privacy. In fact, if you truly
want privacy, going to the suburbs is
not the place to get it either. The place

to get privacy is the big city-one on
the scale of New York City or Rome or
London. Actually the building lends
itself to privacy there because you get
row houses or apartments. Even the
row house gives the possibility of the
private back yard that is more private
than the postage-stamp front yard or
back yard without any fencing around
it in the American suburbs. The other
place to get privacy is to go get a few
hundred acres out in the wilderness.

SEASIDE

Seaside has a separate network of
alley walkways facing page, top;
many houses rise steeply with an
upstairs view to the sea facing
page, bottom; a market section
above was designed in, and a
tiny post office served as a road
side icon for the growing commu
nity in the 80s left; spectacular
duneside views below are anoth
er pan of the mix.

Otherwise, anything in between is
really kind of a compromise that
doesn’t make a great deal of sense.
And I think that privacy as a concept
is, I guess, interesting in political
terms.
Dan Kemmis see following arti
cle lives in a state where there are
people out in the woods who are real
ly into wide open spaces but they need
those towns. They need to be able to
come to Missoula every now and then
to do things. And the people in
Missoula like it there, in part, because
it is in fact a fairly compact little town
surrounded by wide open space.
The problem with what we’ve
done in Florida is that by everybody
trying to get their one-acre, half-acre,
or quarter-acre bit of privacy, we have
none. We’re rapidly taking over all of
our landscape so we can’t walk or bike
or drive to the edge of town and find
wide-open spaces or woods or
Everglades or anything that would
allow for solitude. The right way to
achieve solitude in my mind-because
I’m a fairly social person but I do like
solitude-is to have a place that’s
compact enough that you can get to its
edge and you can get out beyond its
edge into the woods or out in the sea
or someplace where you can truly le
away from it all. And as long as we
encourage suburban sprawl, we will
have less and less opportunity truly to
be away from it all. *
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THE NEW IJRBANISM

What Good Cities Can Teach
We are more than taxpayers; we may yet become citizens again
BY

DANIEL

Daniel Kemmis, the former mayor of Missoula, Montana, lectured
at Seaside for the Florida Humanities Council last September.
He spoke of the Fanner’s Market in his hometown and coffee
shops "places for people who want to be alone but need compa
ny to do it" as examples of the civilizing "good life." But he
also spoke directly about strategies and design aimed at building
citizenship. The following is an edited transcript.
espite the multitude of ways in which our life and
our society seem to be degenerating, I have come
to believe that there is going on, in another direc
tion, in small pockets but with growing force, a
process of civilization.
Imagine yourself being drawn into, call it if you will,
the work of civilization. Imagine that we are faced with a
situation of some chaos and some decay. And imagine that
our work is the civilizing of what is around us. What I
want to suggest is that we get in touch with the ways in
which that work might actually be within our range.
I’m a Westerner and now engaged in the work of try
ing to help the West think like a region. There are a num
ber of places in the West that serve as kinds of centers of
regional thinking. Missoula is one of them. Another one
is Sante Fe, a city I have come to know and appreciate
over the years. One night a couple of years ago I woke up
in the early morning with the word "Sante Fe" in my
mind. Do you know what Sante Fe means? Sacred faith.
That these words were planted in the mind of someone
who doesn’t speak Spanish seemed a sort of pointed
reminder that something like faith might be called for in
this situation. I do think there is some sort of revival afoot.
Take the words civilization and civility for just a
minute and put next to them the word citizen and see if
we find anything in common. What we find common in
them is the Roman idea of the civis, the city. It is the city
that civilizes. It is within the city that we learn civility,
because the city requires of people who live next to one
another a particular way of relating to one another called
civility. We tend to think of civility as mere politeness, but
it is more than that. Civility might be something that the
city itself is frying to teach us, and the better we make our
cities the more likely they are to teach us lessons of civili
ty.
The city is also the heart of the idea of citizenship.
We’ve lost track of that as well. Here, as in so many other
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KEMMIS
instances, we have come to think of all public life as being
focused on nationhood, so we have sort of exempted it
and extracted it from its roots in the city or the communi
ty. Citizenship itself is a concept that has lost almost all of
its meaning for us. With debates about who carries what
kind of papers, citizenship is all too likely to be used as a
term of exclusivity.
People very rarely call themselves citizens at all. If
people speak of their relationship to the pub] i,c realm,
what they’re most likely to call themselves is taxpayers.
You know that to be true, and as a politician, I certainly
know it to be true. People are all the time calling the
mayor’s office and saying, "I’m a taxpayer; therefore I
expect this and that and the other."
Think for a minute how different a taxpayer is from a
citizen. Think about what it tells us about the strength of
our democracy that people would now customarily refer
to themselves as taxpayers. A taxpayer is simply what it
says: somebody who pays the bills and expects the goods
in return. There is nothing fundamentally democratic
about that relationship whatsoever. Anyone in a totalitari
an regime does the same thing-they pay taxes; they
expect services in return.
If people use the term citizen in our culture at all,
they’re most likely to refer to themselves as a "concerned
citizen." As if citizenship were essentially a form of anxi
ety. And, of course, that is largely how people experience
it. They get drawn into public life only when they have a
grievance.
What else might citizenship be? Start by forgetting
everything you learned or didn’t learn in civics class.
Wipe out those notions about going to meetings, voting,
and serving on juries. Imagine instead some other form of
citizenship that has to do with the city, being a denizen of
the city. Think of a citizen as someone who takes his iden
tity from, the city in the way that the lion take its identity
from being a denizen of the jungle. Think of someone
who inhabits a city, takes meaning from the city, then
finds ways to give that meaning back to the city.
Here is a description of that kind of citizenship from
the writer Tony Hiss describing the reading room in the
* Peabody Library in Baltimore:
"Imagine yourself in this space or imagine another
space that does the same thing for you. The light flooding
in through the skylight changes from moment to moment

!! Good Cities c!. Teach
picking out different colors: gray, buff, gilt in the columns
over your head. And as you sit at one of a number of
small desks in the central court, knowledge seems so
abundantly available that you feel almost the same kind
of gratitude you feel when you stoop to drink from a pub
lic fountain. ‘The city doesn’t want me to go thirsty."
That sense of being sustained by the city is one that
almost all of us have experienced at one time or another.
But perhaps we feel we have experienced it too little, and
too seldom have we felt that sense of gratitude,
and-what comes with gratitude- response, the response
of wanting to give back. Feeling sustained and nurtured
and wanting to respond by sustaining and nurturing the
community-assuredly, that is the heart of citizenship.
It doesn’t come from a book. It doesn’t come from
any kind of paper. It comes from the experience of living
in a community. There is no amount of preaching we can
do that will make people take on the responsibilities of cit
izenship. No amount of making voting easier, whether by
motor vehicle or other mechanism, is going to do any
thing about citizenship. Where citizenship has to come
from is that sense of relatedness to the community, the
city.
We have tended to delude ourselves about what civi

lization requires and what other great human enterprises
require. We imagine that democracy can be done in the
privacy of the polling booth or in the privacy of the living
room before a televison set. In fact, democracy is some
thing that can only occur face to face with people sitting
down together and learning to solve problems together.
That is the great challenge of citizenship in our times.
How can we get people, once again, to believe in their
own capacity? To solve the problems that are right there
in front of them rather than turning to city hall or the
schools or to whoever else to do it for them?

W

e need to be turning responsibility back to the
people and saying, "There isn’t any ‘they’ that’s
going to solve this. rf we’re going to solve this
problem about this neighborhood or how to
preserve this open space or whatever, we’re going to have
to figure it out ourselves." People who have been used to
disagreeing with each other and going to public hearings
and shouting at each other are now being given the
encouragement and the opportunity to sit down and
begin to solve problems. This is part of what I believe is
showing us the beginning of a renaissance of democracy.

The golden mean-mediating between human scale and the immense
ize and scale matter a lot. The Greeks knew that.
They had one very helpful concept in that regard-the
golden mean. The idea behind the golden mean was
the difficulty of relating meaningfully something very small
to something very large. So in architecture, for example, if
you have, on the one hand a human being, and on the other
hand, a mountain, the question was how do you relate
them. And their ideal was the golden mean.
Now mathematically the golden mean is expressed as a
proportion: a is to b, as b is to c. So the golden mean
between one and 25 is five. It is not halfway in between; it
is nearer the small end. So with this building, the building
will be nearer the size of a human being than the size of the
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mountain, but it mediates between them. That kind of medi
ation is tremendously important
Here’s where it gets really important We have no way
to do well except to become global citizens. Yet to be a cit
izen among five billion or more is so daunting that we can
barely imagine how to do it. But if you apply the golden
mean, the golden mean between one and five billion is
70,000 or so. It becomes conceivable that an individual in a
city or community of about 70,000 could have about the
same relationship to that community as a community of
70,000 might have to the whole world....So the deep mediat
ing wisdom of the golden mean is teaching us how not to
despair.

I

A hang glider soars over Missoula, Montana, an example of a civilized Western city.
Another part of it has to do with the healing of the
physical setting within which we conduct our lives. Let
me quote Chirstopher Alexander, an aithitect at the
University of California at Berkeley, ir"The New Theory
of Urban Design:"
"When we look at the most beautiful towns and cities
of the past, we’re always impressed by the feeling that
they are somehow organic. Each of these towns grew
under its own laws of wholeness, and we can now feel
this wholeness. Not only at the largest scale, but in every
detail-in the restaurants, in the sidewalks, in the houses,
shops, markets, roads, parks, gardens, and walls, even in
the balconies and ornaments. How does the community
have the capacity to be, in a physical sense, a kind of inte
grated whole?"
The lesson here, I think, is about the connection
between the concepts of wholeness and those of healing
and health. The great thing about this approach is that
within any city within any community, it is possible to
pay attention to one small part of the community and to
make it more whole. To make it what it might be. It
might be a park or a riverfront or one intersection.
It’s a little bit like cleaning up a room. You go in a
room and look at the desk in the corner and you say,
"That desk is really getting to me." So you go and you
clean up the desk, and you really make the desk look
good. Maybe you put some new items on it and just add
a touch to it. Then you look at the whole room, and you

"PAY ATTENTION TO
ONE SMALL PART OF
THE COMMUNITY AND
MAKE IT MORE WHOLE"
say, "I’m going to have to do something with this room."
That kind of thing can happen in a city and very often
does happen. Alexander talks about how every increment
of construction should be made in such a way as to heal
the city...
This idea of healing communities is gaining ground
from a number of different quarters at once. It is coming
at us from health care professionals who are increasingly
relying on community as a healing force. lt is coming at
us from the design professions too-the idea that some
how the way we build has a lot to do with how whole we
are as human beings. *
SUMMER
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AND A NEIGHBORHOOD
The experience ofsmall-town
living sticks with you a 4fetime
STORY BY JOEL EMBRY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN MORAN
morning was a magic time for 12-yearold boys who had mowed the lawn the week
before. A guaranteed adventure began with a rit
ual lime Coke at May’s Drug Store on the
Courthouse Square. Nobody had made a rule.
We just knew that everybody who had the free
dom of the day would be there at 9:30.
For me, it was a bike ride down the back
yard, with a pause to check out the grape arbor for bronzecolored ripe scuppernongs, by Tommy Davis’ house and
across the street to the sidewalk at Buford Williams’ who
had left at the break of day for the Gulf Oil distribution
plant but whose dog always gave me a bark to remind me
that it was his yard. Then past Phil and Bubble’s, who were
English but spoke pretty well for foreigners, and around the
corner to the Episcopal Church where I would demonstrate
my most saintly and scrubbed-up look as an acolyte on
Sunday morning. Across King Street, by Miss Maggie’s
whose Mexican jumping beans, Chinese finger puzzles,
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Joel Embry is a developer in Fernandina Beach and chairman
of The Leadership Florida Institute. He is planning a retire
ment community based on New Urbanism principles.
John Moran is Senior Photographer of The Gainesville Sun.
He photographed the Suwannee River for the Spring/Summer
1993 issue of FORUM.
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Quincy
uinc’i is a typical little 19th century town that
came into some money. Established in the
early 1800s and named for president John üuincy
Adams, the town soon became the center of a
flourishing tobacco-raising region. In the early
1900s, a local banker pushed customers seeking
loans to buy some stock in a new companyCocaCola. Dubious practice, perhaps, but it made
those üuincy resi
dents and their
descendants
wealthy peoplewith the resources,
among other things,
to take care of one
of Florida’s larger
historical districts.

Q

Quincy’s First National Bank, 1909

Courthouse Square in Quincy is still a place to
stop and chat large photo; Gadsden County’s
courthouse top gives the square its name; an oak
tree flanks a fine old home above; Father John
Kelly visits with Joan Turner at The Mail Room on
The Square left; the McFarlin House far left
now a B&B is considered one of the county’s
finest Victorian houses.
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Be Funiak Springs
his city was a planned community of its day.
Laid out around a railroad station and a beautiful
oval lake in 1882, it was winter home to the popular
Chautauqua programs of the turn of the century.
The Chautauqua Hall still stands, now a chamber of
commerce building. And the lakefront, through
good luck or good local tending, has several dozen
gorgeous turn-of-the-century homes. The 1886
library pictured on the cover of this issue remains
too. Once you get past the Wal-Mart at the 1-10 exit
into town center, De Funiak is the very model of
unspoiled Florida.
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miniature BB pinballs and all manner of wonders under a
Down to the
quarter had mesmerized me a few years ago. decorator
shop

De Funiak Springs
scenes include
strollers behind the
historic Chautauqua
Hall opposite, top; a
lakeside gazebo oppo
site, bottom; the old
business district top;
The Opinion Place’ for
chatting in the center
of town above; a
Victorian home, one of
many around the lake.

The town has changed little from this bird’s eye view circa 1909.

end of the block past Johnny Blitch’s interior
and Martin’s Photo Studio & Flower Shop.
I entered the true realm of downtown as I jumped the
curb at Adams Street and headed past Manning Taylor
Chevrolet where I could count on free Cokes and a hot dog
at least once a yeat Next, "Skinny" McKinney’s barber shop
across from the Quincy State Bank, Western Auto where I
could get a job putting bicycles together after Thanksgiving
and on to The Square. Half a
block down, I had glimpsed
the latest merchandise for
Wynn’s famous ongoing
going-out-of-business sale,
had spied the model car shelf
through the Carnes’
Playthings window and
locked up my back brake for
a dramatic arrival at the front
door May’s. Distance: 5-1/2 blocks. Elapsed time: 4 min
utes.
By the time I hit May’s, The Square was already busy.
Saturday was magic for a lot of other people in Quincy as
well. If the tobacco crop was in full swing, Friday’s payday
guaranteed Saturday’s downtown festival and brought
those entrepreneurial guys whose mothers had made the
best boiled peanuts in the world for 10 cents a bag. You
could count on a crowd. Some of everybody was there.
Busloads of folks in from the farms that stretched out from
town in all directions and everywhere I looked, somebody’s
Mama or Daddy who definitely would tell on me if the
upcoming adventure of the marauding band of drugstore
cowboys was out of line. It was a hard place to get away
with anything. Even with all the free time that fell between
the lime Coke meeting at May’s, lunch check-in at home
and a 3 p.m. show at the Leaf Theater, there was little we
could do that wasn’t seen by someone who knew who we
were and cared who we were.
On Saturday, downtown was shared with another
group of people who we didn’t know-the ones on U.S. 90
who were going somewhere. Jefferson Street, on the south
side of The Square, doubled as U.S. 90 and was there before
Quincy was there. I think the Indians first made the path
that the Spaniards followed that became the survey trail of
Andrew Jackson that became the road that became U.S. 90.
Quincy grew up around the trail, incorporated the road and
was connected to the rest of the world by the highway. As I
wondered where the people on U.S. 90 were going, they
were wondering if they should stop at The Courthouse
Square in Quincy for some boiled peanuts or wait until the
highway took them by the courthouses of Monticello, Live
Oak, Marianna or De Funiak Springs where they knew
they’d encounter more Saturday festivals and a fresh selec
tion of peanuts.
These towns were first cousins, all connected by the lin
eage of U.S. 90. No matter which town they picked, travel
ers would find the folks from the farms and the Mamas and
Daddies doing their Saturday stuff with a close eye on the
town’s bicycle crowd. If the travelers were from Jacksonville
or Pensacola, they probably wouldn’t care who had won the
S U M M E H
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A truckload ci Suwannee watermelons rolls through Live Oak above.
Coffee Kiatchers meet 11 times a week in the Dixie Grill bottom.

Live Oak

A

nother old tobacco
town, more recently
a hub for watermelon
farmers, this is the
county seat of
Suwannee. There are
a state park and camp
ground nearby and the
river, made famous in
Stephen Foster’s song,
runs through the
county to points fur
The courthouse in the early 50s.
ther south. The Live
Oak trees were there before the people arrived in the
mid-1800s, and there are confederate earthworks in the
area dug to protect a rail line from Union forces that had
reached Jacksonville.
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Friday night football game, but if they listened when they
made their stop, they would learn that since Quincy beat
Monticello and Marianna beat Live Oak and Live Oak had
already beat Madison, then Quincy and Marianna were
probably going to end up playing for the Northwest Florida
Conference championship. Dc Funiak’s big star had gradu
ated last year.
Not a soul who bought peanuts or just passed through
the small towns of U.S. 90 in North Florida on any Saturday
in 1959 knew what Dwight Eisenhower’s highway dreams
had in store for their future travels. Not a single inhabitant
of any one of those towns would have considered you well
if you had told them that a man named Sam Walton from
Bentonville, Arkansas, would build the biggest store in
town a few years after the U.S. 90 traffic had moved 5 miles
out of town to Interstate 10.
In Quincy, nobody would have believed that the soda
fountain and the booths at May’s would be taken out.
Nobody would have believed that May’s would close after
Wal-Mart opened or that Manning Taylor Chevrolet would
move out to the edge of town or that the Leaf Theater
would close after 1-10 made it so easy to go to the show in
Tallahassee. Nobody would have believed that The Quincy
State Bank would be sold to another bank in Columbus,
Georgia, or that the Post Office would move out to a cow
pasture beside Randy’s on the Lake Talquin Road. And I
still wonder what happened to all that magic stuff that Miss
Maggie had on her dining room table.
At first, I didn’t believe it when my parents said we
were going to live in a new house in Burmah Heights,
Quincy’s version of a suburb. They said I would love it
though. They said it was where everybody was going. It
turned out that almost everybody did. Now the drugstore
cowboys could be Davy Crockett’s men blazing a trail along
the banks of Quincy Creek on Saturday morning.
Somebody’s mother could usually be talked into driving us
down to the Leaf for the show. That was better than turning
us loose on our bikes for the half hour ride through neigh
borhoods they weren’t sure of. As a matter of fact, they
weren’t sure about all the folks in Burmah Heights. Not that
they were bad; they just didn’t know them all. When we
did take the bike ride to town, we got the whole story over
again about riding at the edge of the street and looking out
for cars. There weren’t any sidewalks. But, that wasn’t all
bad, either. There were woods between Burmah Heights
and town, and we had our own trails blazed. If it hadn’t
been for the woods, we may have never learned to smoke

cigarettes.
So, over time, we traded the sidewalk for our mothers’

cars. We traded a bike ride to The Square for a car ride to
the shopping center. We traded the Leaf for the TV. We trad
ed the front porch for the air conditioner. We traded living
around some of everybody for living with people who were
just like us. We traded being near our grandparents for
being near our parents’ friends.
What we lost was the gathering of familiar faces at The
Square on Saturday Somehow, that never happened at the
shopping centeit We lost the time to hang around out on the
sidewalk. It seemed as if we were always in the car going
somewhere or watching television. It happened in Quincy
just as it happened in Monticello, Live Oak, Marianna and
30
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The Jefferson County
Courthouse is a neo
classical 1909 design
left. Three brothers
and a pal bounce on a
backyard trampoline
below.

Monticello

S

till another center of tobacco commerce, this one
dates back to the early 1800s when planters moved
south from Georgia and the Carolinas. Monticello, shar
ing its name with Thomas Jefferson’s hilltop mansion, is
the seat of Jefferson County and a notable center for
gracious plantation homes. The Avenue of Oaks
approach to town comes close to delivering a time-warp
look and feel for town life a century ago.
Sreet scene circa early 1950s.

Marianne,
he town was founded in 1829 and
named after the daughters of a pio
neer merchant Marianna was at a
crossing of two stage coach trails and
began as a lithe trading center for par
ties headed west, east, and south.
Marianna was also site of a Civil War
skirmish as ragtag Confederate boys
and wounded tried without success to
stop the Yankees. The Florida Caverns
State Park is nearby.

T

In Marianna, Howard and Ida Lerch sell produce at a Tuesday Farmer’s
Market top left; Cottonbottom Glenn and Dick Bowers stroll past the gazebo
in a downtown park above; an old hotel has become an antiqile store
below right. Before 1-10, Highway 90 left was the main route through the
Panhandle.

The old railroad station, 1963.
Information is from Discover Florida by Robert Toif: An Uncommon Guide to Florida by Nina McGuire; Florida Historical walkino Tours
by Roberta Sandier; and the Michelin Green Guide to Florida. Historical photographs are from the Florida State Archives.
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De Funiak Springs.
Nobody could see it coming. And when it did come,
people still were not aware of the pervasive and fundamen
tal change that was taking place in Quincy and every other
19th Century town in America. We had begun the abandon
ment of the very patterns that had given us the places
where our spirits thrived on face-to-face connection with
our neighbors. We gave up ways that had, for generations,
sustained us as communities.
While practically everybody in the United States of
America set out to prove that bigger is better, the towns that
were given birth by U.S. 90 in North Florida joined others
all across the country in struggling to survive the changes
that came down the Interstate and out to the suburbs. Some
did and some didn’t. Some forgot who they were and who
their neighbors were. But some, like Quincy, Monticello,
Live Oak, Marianna and Dc Funiak Springs never forgot.
Many who hold the memory no longer live in those towns.
They moved to bigget But in the collective memory of a
whole generation, the last that knew the magic of those
Saturday mornings, in towns laid out before the invention
of the automobile there is an understanding of the value of
places where neighbors know neighbors, where walking is a
way of getting somewhere instead of just exercising, where
it’s easy to find a crowd of familiar faces, where people
other than parents keep an eye on children, where sharing
is not an institutional function and where belonging hap
pens naturally.
Signs of that collective memory are all around us. For
the first time in more than 30 years, American small towns
grow at a rate that rivals metropolitan areas. Governing
magazine reports that small town main streets are coming
back with a new mix of computer-related small businesses
in place of old-timey retail. The modem and fax crowd, who
can do their work nearly anywhere, may be finding the
solution to the difficulty of supporting yourself in a contem
porary small town. And some of North florida’s jewelsQuincy and Monticello-are within ex urban commuting
distance of Tallahassee. Baby Boomer behavior creates new
vocabulary like "exit strategies" and "voluntary simplicity"
to reflect the desire to downshift to the simpler lifestyle of a
smaller place. Robert Putnam’s simple essay, "Bowling
Alone" on the erosion, over time, of sociable bowling
leagues stirs up a national conversation. Major telecommu
nications companies target the "lone eagle" business that
can set up anywhere that’s wired to the marketplace. AARP
housing studies reveal that 60% of American retirees would
prefer to live in the country or a small town while only 12%
would prefer the city A growing urban design movement
called Traditional Neighborhood Development seeks to
build new towns and neighborhoods that remember the lost
ways of old ones.
Remembering spawns longing and longing prompts
discovering. Our collective memory has spawned a collec
tive longing for community Can discovery be far behind?
As we ask, "What went wrong?" part of the answer can be
discovered in what was right in Quincy and Monticello and
Live Oak and Mariarma and Dc Funiak Springs. That pat
tern for what seemed so right has been faithfully saved by
the small town pearls of North Florida that are strung
together by the thread of U.S. 90. Their luster seems
destined to be admired once again.U
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GAINESvII 1 1E’S PLEASANT STREE’I’
An old neighborhood with current lessons to teach
BY

KIM IANZER

andwiched between the
University of Florida and
downtown Gainesville lies
a historically self-sufficient
community, a town nested
within a city This eight-bytwelve block area, current
ly known as the Fifth
Avenue/Pleasant Street neighbor
hood, is the historic heart of Gaines
ville’s African American Community
This self-contained neighborhood
once had all the elements necessary
for community life. Pleasant Street
was the commercial center of the
neighborhood during the late 19th
century; Fifth Avenue became promi
nent within this century, especially
during the height of segregation. A
rich mix of businesses-groceries,
laundries, theaters, dance halls, juke
joints, dentists, doctors, barbers, tai
lors-lined these bustling streets.
Schools,
including
the
Union
Academy, Florida’s first school for
freed slaves founded in 1867; the 100
year old St. Augustine Day Care
Center; and the Lincoln School, which
taught
generations
of African
American children until desegrega
tion, nurtured another aspect of col
lective life. Desegregation has dis
persed much of this activity through
out the city but another historic aspect
of this community remains vital: At
least twelve churches are found with
in the neighborhood, far more than
any other quadrant of the city.
Despite significant urban prob
lems such as crime and poverty, the
Fifth Avenue/Pleasant Street neigh
borhood can even now serve as a
model of sustainable community It
convincingly demonstrates the link
between urban design, architecture,
and community a condition highly
prized by proponents of the New
Urbanism movement. In fact, older
southern neighborhoods such as this
one served as models for the design
ers of Seaside, one of the most suc
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University of Florida Associate Professor of Architecture Kim Tanzer leads a walking tour of
Gainesville’s Pleasant Street neighborhood.
cessful examples of New Urbanism
built so far. While many noteworthy
examples of successful urban strate
gies exist in the Fifth Avenue/Pleasant
Street neighborhood, three demon
strate the neighborhood’s importance
as an urban model especially well.
Repetition and Difference
New housing developments are
often criticized for the extreme repeti
tion of "cookie cutter" houses, inex
pensive to build yet lacking individu
ality. Very expensive new develop
ments, on the other hand, often con
tain so many radically different kinds
of architecture that they lack coher
ence. The Fifth Avenue/Pleasant
Street neighborhood uses a third
model, probably because many of the
homes were built by the owners them
selves or by builders responsible for
only a few houses.
In the Fifth Avenue/Pleasant
Street neighborhood, many of the
houses are similar, but none are the
same. They use mostly wood con
struction with pitched, often tin roofs,
double-hung windows, and front
porches. Many are long and narrow, in

keeping with the configuration of the
lots, and they are set close to the street.
Yet within this set of unspoken rules,
inventive variety emerges. Because
the houses were developed in sets of
one, two, or three rather than 50 or
100, a strange and fascinating archi
tectural texture emerges. The neigh
borhood seems almost completely
predictable, yet it is, in fact, never pre
dictable. This balance of comfort and
strangeness is perhaps the neighbor
hood’s most important contribution to
urban design discussions.
In-Between Spaces
A second successful building pat
tern in the Fifth Avenue/Pleasant
Street neighborhood is the pervasive
use of porches, especially front porch
es set close to the street. These spaces
provide places for families to sit out
side, talking, reading, and working
while socializing with neighbors pass
ing on the street. Because porches
stand between the private realm of the
house and the public realm of the
street, they are perfect places to enact
the complex social rituals that mediate
between community and privacy

N E I G I-i B 0 R H 0 0 D
Since the porch extends the front
of the house toward the street, it also
provides another important urban
advantage. It narrows the distance
between the house and the street, and
effectively narrows the street itself.
This creates the opportunity for the
street to become almost an extension
of the porch. Perhaps as important, the
narrowness of the street serves to
"calm" traffic, that is, to keep cars dri
ving at a slower speed because drivers
sense architectural resistance to speed
ing. This, in turn, makes the street a
safer place to walk and even to play.

is an example of such an urban
"clump."
It is ironic and instructive that the
neighborhood was most vital when
segregation was most extreme. We
know that communities require
boundaries to provide internal focus
and external differentiation. Segre
gation, despite its horrific intentions,
inadvertently provided both. It
remains to be seen whether an internal
focus on culture friendship, family,

food, play, music, dance, art, spiritual
ity and a long-shared history will be
strong enough to counter community
members’ understandable urge to
assimilate into the mainstream. Not
only the neighborhood’s survival, but
the character of 21st century America
hinges on the answer. U
Kim Tanzer is an Associate Professor
of Architecture at the University of
Florida and an architect practicing in
Gainesville.

Principled Constrnction
Most of the houses in the Fifth
Avenue/Pleasant Street neighborhood
were built before the advent of air con
ditioning, using materials and con
struction techniques appropriate to a
hot, humid climate. These houses are
therefore more appropriate to Florida
than ones built more recently that
require huge amounts of energy to
maintain comfort.
For example, attics and crawl
spaces serve as buffers between out
side and inside. They allow air to flow
around the conditioned space, keeping
the interior cooler in the summer
because heat does not transfer directly
inside, and, when properly insulated,
warmer in the winter. Tin roofs last
about twice as long as asphalt shingle
roofs in the Florida sun. Taller ceilings,
transoms, and large double-hung win
dows allow hot air to rise and be evac
uated while fans push that same air
down toward the floor during the win
ter months. Wood construction,
though increasingly expensive, can
often be repaired by homeowners with
minimal tools and experience.
All of these ideas are being redis
covered by architects and grouped
under the title of "sustainability." They
are seen as an essential step toward the
2Ist century, when fewer resources
will have to be spread among many
more people.
It has been said that the appropri
ate metaphor for American culture is
not a melting pot but a gumbo: Rather
than one homogeneous and bland tex
ture, America, in its vastness and its
denseness, presents clumps of differ
ence that ooze into each other and
bump against each other. The Fifth
Avenue/Pleasant Street neighborhood
WINTER
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In Search of

BROADER
APPUCATIONS
A school takes New Urban ism
ideas a step beyond new towns
e influential Carnegie Foundation last year
issued a report on architecture education
entitled Building Community. In a nutshell, it
criticized these professional schools for often
being ingrown, narrow, and technical at a
time the nation needs architects "prepared to ful
fill social and civic obligations through the genius
of design."
The University of Miami School of
Architecture could justly claim to be there already
The 14-year-old school has a core specialty of com
munity building. Not coincidentally, Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk has been a faculty member and now
dean since it split off from the University’s College
of Engineering. She and her husband, Andres
Duany are the founding spirits of the New
Urbanism movement.
You could view many of the school’s projects
as picking up where the couple’s Seaside design
leaves off: that is, applying some of the same
principles to varied settings. As Plater-Zyberk
writes in the extract at the end of this section,
starting from scratch is comparatively easy,
improving what is already built and in place is a
trickier proposition. The University of Miami
approach involves mapping, drawing, and pho
tographing an area in search of the physical build
ing blocks of community. The illustrations on
these and following pages show applications in an
urban neighborhood, a rural settlement, and a
declining residential section.
36
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An Urban Applicaion

EAST LI1TIE HAVANA
Finding mult4ile centers in
an iinmigrant neighborhood
Little Havana has a mix of houses
top left, apartments second left,
together with community focal
points like Domino Park third left,
and the Firestone Building bottom
left. Neighborhood markets above
are a thing of the present, not the
past, in this immigrant community.

e neighborhood just west of
downtown Miami has been the
catchment zone for recent
Hispanic immigrants for more than
30 years. Its name is a bit mislead
ing-these days the new arrivals are
more likely from the Dominican
Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, or
Colombia than from Cuba. But Little
Havana retains the bustle of a func
tioning low-income community, remi
niscent of the Lower East Side of New
York in its heyday
Assistant Professor Frank
Martinez and associates began by
mapping the neighborhood, structure

by structure. In interviews they found
that the much-photographed Domino
Park, a gathering spot for old men,
was a center of activity, but so were
two McDonald’s playgrounds, safer
places for family play than Little
Havana’s public parks. Residents
also identified the Firestone building,
once a factory, now a tire store, as an
important physical landmark.
The project is a joint effort with
the University’s School of Medicine.
Its objectives are to identify targeted
spots for design improvements and to
help in siting mental health and other
community facilities.
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A Rural Application

REDLAND,
DADE COUNTY
A historic exoticfruit
grove reborn after
Hurricane Andrew

I

n the early 1990s, Associate Professor
Rocco Ceo with his colleagues and stu
dents began mapping, drawing, and doc
umenting historic Redland, a small Dade
County farming community that had long
specialized in raising exotic fruits and veg
etables.
The work, as typified by the long hor
izontal drawing on the top of these two
pages, is characteristic of the Miami
approach: mapping as art that seeks to
capture the aesthetic feel of a given place
and some of its iconography.
Events dictated that this particular
project would have a distinctly practical
edge. Redland was severely damaged by
Hurricane Andrew. The work of the
University of Miami group helped to
reconstruct and slightly reconfigure
Redland so it continues in its traditional
use as a farming community.
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Historic views of
Redland-a post card of
banana cutters above
and the general store at
Anderson’s Corner.
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Students mapped the farming community and its distinctive pattern
of houses and groves top, both pages; proposed designs, in an
architectural style consistent with the existing community, included
a gas station and bicycle shop; the project generated specific
design guidelines for all new construction.
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A Suburban Application

CENTRAL
NEIGHBORHOOD,
CLEVELAND
Some tricks to revive
older sections and suburbs
e school’s projects have included the docu
mentation of existing towns Everglades City
and parks Ravine State Gardens in Central
Florida. But one of the toughest challenges is
redoing a declining urban neighborhood or an
older suburb.
Plater-Zyberk was consulted for a federallysponsored restoration of the historic Central
Neighborhood section, a mile and a half from
downtown Cleveland. The solutions-reconfigur
ing streets, creating a few new public spaces or
"town squares," preserving original housing, and
designing new units to be compatible, a design
code aimed at neighborhood stabilization-could
equally be applied to a suburb.
40
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Material for this

-

piece was assembled wit/i
assistance from Joanna
Lombard, Associate
Professor at the
University of Miami
School of Architecture.
Several of the drawings
here and elsewhere in tins
issue are from Between
Two Towers, a collection
and interpretation of the
school’s works, with
essays by Vincent Scully
and Catherine Lynn.
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Plater-Zyberk’s plan for
Cleveland’s central neighbor
hood included prominentfront
porches above left and a
street plan creating new public
spaces below. Different types
of neighborhood open spaces
above are from a new edition
of the traditional Neighborhood
Ordinajice, edited by Plater
Zyberk.
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Southwest Florida’s Wetland
Wilderness: Big Cypress Swamp
and the Ten Thousand Islands
Jeff Ripple

Photographs by Clyde Butcher
112 pp. 24 b&w duotones, species list, bibliogra
phy Paper, $16.95

Florida Hurricanes
and Tropical Storms
Revised Edition

John M. Williams and Iver W Duedall
148 pp. 57 b&w photographs, 4 cables, 23

maps,
glossari references. Internet addresses, index.
Paper, $12.95

A History of Florida
through New World Maps:
Borders of Paradise
Edited by Dana Ste. Oat e
ô4pp. 16 color New World maps,

9 drawings,

bibliography, index. Paper, $12.95

An Atlas of Maritime Florida
Roger C. Smith,James 1. Miller, Sean M. KelIt,
and Linda G. Harbin

pp. 14 maps, illustrations,
bibliography. Paper, $9.95
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Marsha Dean Phelts
200 pp. 106 b&’w photographs. Cloth, $24.95

Swamp Sailors in the
Second Seminole War

Florida’s History Through Its
Places: Properties in the National
Register of Historic Places

George E. Buher

Morton D. Winsberg

148 pp. 7 illustrations, 6 maps, notes, bibliography,
index. Paper, $16.95
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An American Beach for
African Americans

Rebel Bishop: Augustin Verot,
Florida’s Civil War Prelate
Michael Gannon
277

pp.

13 illustrations, notes, index. Paper, $19.95

158 pp. 325+ illustrations, appendix. Paper, $19.95

Sixteenth-Century St. Augustine:
The People and Their Homes
Albert Manucy
136 pp. 80 line drawings, 5

maps, 1 table, glossar
notes, bibliography, index, cloth, $24.95

Order through full-service booksellers or with VISA or Mic toll free: 1-800-226-3822
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In Search of Broader Applications

Mission Impossible? Some practical ways to reverse urban decline
How can the ideas of the new urbanism be applied to what is already built in
America-notably its suburbs and cities? Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, dean of the University
of Miami School of Architecture, offers some suggestions in this piece extracted from a
longer paper she prepared for a 1995 Aspen Institute meeting on the subject.

he well-structured neighbor
ciously institutionalized by conven
hood is the springboard for our
tional marketing and banking prac
relationship to a larger world, it
tices. Although it is difficult to change
is particularly important for
a situation which is so ingrained in
two age groups: adolescents and the
the housing industry, new models are
elderly.
possible. Montgomery County,
The teenager’s first practice of
Marland seems to be having success
adult autonomy occurs most
naturally within the bounds of
a community which offers a
variety of experiences while it
is small enough that casual
encounters with adults are
both educational and supervi
sory The regional mall of mod
ern suburbia, today’s teen
hangout, is not an adequate
replacement for main street.
For senior citizens, as
mobility diminishes, caring
neighbors and services within
walking distance mitigate
loneliness and allow aging at
home. Today more than 50 per
cent of the population lives in
suburban houses which ulti
mately will not serve an aging
population. This is a situation
whose growing exposure may
soon turn today’s national
focus on children to their
elders.
Some other issues which
deserve attention: Must com
munity be place-bound? Do
not many of us encounter com
munity at work, in church, in
groups with a common interest
Portrait of Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk
gathered from a broad area? We can
by Rosario Marquardt.
be part of many communities, but
here technology has not served us
with an ordinance requiring a mini
well: Increased mobility has allowed
mum percentage of affordable and
us to neglect the community of place,
subsidized dwelling in every new
especially important at the beginning
housing development.
What about security and walled
and end of our lives where social
adjacency plays a critical role.
communities? How can we fight the
Is social homogeneity a requisite
market, or should we? The first use of
for a healthy community? What about
walls and gates in turn-of-the-century
vibrant ethnic neighborhoods? Should
America was about establishing
Chinatown be dispersed? No, of
image and identity in open land. Mid
course not, but social separation,
century planned-unit-development
especially by income level, is perni
zoning instkutionalized subdivisions;

T
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most modern suburban zoning codes
require walls and buffers. Today, clos
ing streets is a reaction to crime and
traffic congestion. But unlike its pre
decessor, this walling is the result of a
complex situation which in some
cases includes inadequate manage
ment. And let’s remember that
the poor are victims of crime as
well as the wealthy Many peo
ple live with undeserved fear
in modest circumstances. The
wealthy in the suburban subdi
vision or in the high-rent highrise can afford to provide secu
rity additional to municipal
policing. The poor cannot, and
they are probably at worse life
risk from stray bullets than any
wealthy suburbanite. Do the
poor deserve less security
because they pay less? The
issue is similar to that of bal
ancing resources for health and
education, with which we are
slowly coming to terms at fed
eral and state levels. Is the
solution here to provide the
urban neighborhood with the
same perimeter protection and
means for identifying outsiders
as the suburban model, thus
enabling a small group of peo
ple to better manage their own
territory? Clearly there is some
thing to be said for a small
community unified to control
its physical environment, but
limiting this control to residential
areas, which excludes services, insti
tutions, and transportation connec
tions to a larger world, introduces a
whole other set of problems which
already are all too familiar in the sub
urbs.
*

*

*

The challenge of describing an
ideal conm’iunity and how to produce
it has been the source of inspiration
for architects and military designers
since ancient times. Today’s specula

five thlnldn ranae front the ideal
to the cynical. For those in elected
office or municipal management
positions, probably the best urban
future is a steady state which does
not accelerate deterioration. Still we
continue to relegate the making of
community to the ad hoc forces of
identified bad results. It is difficult
to convince anyone but the ordinary
citizen that striving for the ideal is
even worthwhile.
The making of new communi
ties is only part of the ideal picture.
While the majority of the built envi
ronment in the United States has
been completed in the last 50 years,
it is reasonable to question whether
this rate of new building can contin
ue. We certainly should not desist
from all efforts to achieve the ideal
in new construction, but addressing
existing communities may be an
even greater challenge. And here is
the rub, because maintaining,
improving, and rebuilding are much
more demanding than starting from
scratch. And many prominent
thinkers propose that urban mainte
nance and urban improvement are
oxymorons-a virtually impossible
task.
But for those who believe that
the day of disposable communities is
over, it is useful to understand that
there are five different urban condi
tions in America today, each requir
ing its own tailoring of the ideal
neighborhood presented above. One
might think of these as a core sam
ple of the history of American
urbanism, taken from the center of
the city to the edge of the metropo
lis: the inner city the place of first
settlement, the inner suburban ring
served by a hub-and-spoke system
of transit, the outer suburbs which
relate to the ring highways, the
"new edge" which presupposes
highway expansion, and rural
development.
The inner city has already taught
us how difficult it is to improve or
rebuild communities under stress or
in deterioration. Yet we have suc
cessful models whose results range
from maintenance Little Havana in
Miami to gentrification
Georgetown in Washington, D.C..
Characterized by traditional residen
tial areas attached to a vital commer
cial focus, the renewal of these
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IllS IS A SPECIAL YEAR FOR PINEAPPLE PRESS-1997 IS OUR FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY.
We started the press in 1982 with a commitment to publish good nonfiction books about Florida,
along with any special fiction we might find. We published two books that first year. Since then
we have published a hundred more. Our commitment is still to our readers and to our authors.
We are pleased to link the two.
And 1997 is a special year because it is the 50th anniversary of The Everglades: River of Grass, Marjory
Stoneman Douglas’s classic book on Florida’s natural treasure. We are celebrating by publishing a special
anniversary edition with a new update chapter by Cyril Zaneski, Miami Herald environmental writer. This
chapter, entitled "Coming Together," offers some recent signs of hope for the endangered glades. On April 7,
1997, Marjory Stoneman Douglas turned 107 years old. She was honored recently by President Clinton with
the Presidential Medal of Freedom. She stayed in the White House and the president declared her
"Grandmother of the Everglades." We are very proud to publish her classic of nature writing as well as her
autobiography Marjory Stoneman Douglas: Voice of the River.
We thank our readers, librarians, and booksellers and give a special thanks to the writers who make it all
possible. We also thank the Florida media who have featured and reviewed our books for supporting our
efforts,
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David and June Cussen
Sarasota, Florida
Pineapple Press books are available atfine bookstores tbmughout Florida.
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In Search of Broader Applications
examples benefited from a continuous
fabric of buildings sized for small
investors. In more deteriorated condi
tions, the reconstitution of the built
environment is clearly necessary to
generate confidence in the communi
ty’s future. One strategy worth
watching as it is tried in a number of
cities is the building of governmentassisted single-family houses in
cleared areas. The theory is that once
a stable community of new home
owners is growing, remaining old
property owners will invest in the
renovation of their holdings, and the
addition of services, rental housing,
and workplaces will follow. Often,
these renewable neighborhoods retain
the civic and institutional buildings of
their prior life, buildings whose archi
tectural quality cannot be matched in
the suburbs.
So, rebuilding the core city can be
considered underway although the
successes are tenuous and require
continuing support.
The next area that requires atten
tion is the inner suburban ring. Caught
between the deteriorated inner city
and the highway belt of suburban
sprawl, this area is characterized by a
mix of still-viable residential neigh
borhoods and deteriorating highway
commerce. The stores have moved to
the malls along the highway ring and
with the deterioration of adjacent
commercial property, the value of the
residential neighborhoods is stressed
by their comparison to newer subur
ban enclaves. A proactive plan for the
rebuilding of abandoned commercial
and industrial sites as neighborhood
centers can provide the community

town centers, with new transit sta
tions, for the surrounding residential
area. The outer suburbs, for the most
part built-out and experiencing traffic
congestion disproportionate to their
low density, are ripe for the addition
of public transit. This will only suc
ceed fiscally with the addition of resi
dential density within walking dis
tance of the new transit stops.
Suburban densities of four to six
dwelling units per acre are insuffi
cient to support transit, but raising

the density to 10-15 units per acre

within one-half mile of the transit
stop is a redevelopment goal which is
attainable along the commercial corri
dors that retrofit transit lines would
follow. Here again a regional and
long-term picture of transportation,
destinations, jobs, and housing is nec
essary. Two ongoing examples of this
kind of suburban shopping center
redevelopment are Mizner Park in
Boca Raton and Mashpee Commons

on Cape Cod.*
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We’re proud to introduce three new voices in fiction.
Fiorida authors, Fiorida settings. Outstanding first novels.
MY BROTHER MICHAEL
Janis Owens
HB 1-56164-124-3
304 pp. $18.95

r’-

Out of the shotgun houses
and deep shaded porches of
a West Florida mill town we
bring you this extraordinary novel

THE THANG THAT ATE MY
GRANDADDY’S DOG
--

John Calvin Rainey
1-18 1-56164-13041
368 pp. $18.95

of love and redemption,

Young black Johnny Woodside
learns tough lessons about survival,
sellrespect, and common sense
while growing up in foggy close to

"Nothing short of stunning.’

the Oklawaha Swamp.

-Library Journal

"A luminously written first novel?
-Ktflenos Relive,,

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Terry Lewis
HB l56l64-l32--i 336 pp. $18.95
"This gripping first novel combines taut

courtroom procedural with the personal
antI professional struggles of its protago
nist and narrator, an esteemed Tallahassee
criminal attorney." -Peabtisbers Weekly

focus lacking in these early auto-

-

This book rings with the pain and
humor of ordinary life, , . . Highly
recommended? -l.thra0’ Journal
‘This enchanting book ...is funny,
touching, and entertaining. -sooktist
Pineapple Press books are found in
good bookstores around the slate.
Call 1-800-PI NEAPI. 746-3 275
for a free catalog.
Pineapple Press, P0. Box 3899,
Sarasota, FL 34230

dependent suburbs. Prompt action is
required before a large scale flight
and decline in values follows the

example of the inner city. If such rede
velopment can occur adjacent to exist
ing transit stations as well, the future
looks bright. Immediate action to pre
empt deterioration is needed here.
In the outer suburbs, a similar
strategy can add community focus
through redevelopment of large sin

gle-owner properties. These include
shopping centers which as part of
their normal evolution go through a
cycle of renovations and expansions.
Usually located at highway intersec
tions, they have the potential role of

Ghosts of st. Augustine
by Dave Uapham
Visiting Small-Town Florida
by Brucc Hunt
Historical Traveler’s Guide to
Florida
by Eliot Kleinberg
Guide to the Lake Okeechobee Area
by Bill & carol Gregware
Poisonous Plants and Animals of
Florida and the Caribbean
by David W Nellis

Exploring Wild South Florida
Second Edition
by Susan D.Jewell
The Everglades: River of Grass
50th AnnIversary Edition
by Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Lighthouses of Ireland
by Kevin M. McCarthy
Notes of a Piano Tuner
by Denele Pins Campbell

No Bed of Roses
Is it design flaws or ourflaws that subvert community?
BY

BETH

DUNLOP

I

have a rose garden in front of my house. It is my gift to the
there-has been housed in temporary quarters, and after a
street, to the neighborhood. Every so often, someone-a kid,
while, squatting gets tiring for both children and parents. Like
a construction worker, an elderly lady who cruises by on a * many "main streets" of our times as opposed to those of
three-wheeled bike-will steal a rose, but mostly, my roses are
decades past, Celebration Avenue doesn’t provide some essen
respected, dare I say even beloved, by my friends and neigh
tial services yet-such as shoe repair or dry cleaning-but then,
bors.
could you get a good cappuccino in the olden days on Main
It is not a cost-effective undertaking. For the price of the
Street in Delaware, Ohio, or Marcelline, Missouri?
roses and of the rose lady who comes in weekly to spray the *
All of this is by way of saying that I don’t think that the
poisonous chemicals I don’t touch and wouldn’t allow else
future of civic life hinges on architecture alone. We know pretty
where in my yard I could fill my living room with hothouse
much what it takes to design a civic-minded, communal, liv
flowers, with orchids whose petals wouldn’t begin to
able town. We know how to put the houses closer
drop after a day. But that is not the point. My rose gar
together and closer to the street, how to arrange neigh
den-a Christmas gift from my husband one year-is a
borhoods so that people can walk or bike to neighbor
symbol of something much more consequential.
hood parks or to shops and restaurants. We know we
My rose garden provides me with a metaphor for
need smaller schools within walking distance. Many of
what I wish to say here about our quest for communi
these places exist already in Florida, in whole or in part,
ty in Florida. It’s a quest that has begun, thankfully
in such divergent spots as Winter Park and Hyde Park,
enough, but it is not very far along.
Palm Beach and even South Beach. Some have more of
But let’s consider the rose garden for a minute:
a sense of community than others, but in most cases,
Beautiful as it is, it is moreover a point of sociability. A spot
the physical groundwork is there, at least.
where children stop to learn colors, elderly walkers reminisce.
I fear, however, that the profit-takers are poised every
Seldom do I go out to cut roses without someone-a friend, a
where. Certainly this has happened in South Beach where new
stranger-stopping to chat. That’s my profit, beauty and con
megalith condo towers are rising out of the ground and will
viviality, and it is not measurable. I doubt that my two-dozen
soon cast huge shadows over the humanly scaled Art Deco
rose bushes would add much value to our property and that
buildings that give the place its charm. A friend of mine who
doesn’t bother me at all.
was central to the revival-really one might say the rediscov
For I think that community is a question of quality, not
ery of-historic Delray Beach left there "when the cigars and
quantity. And in our times, that’s a difficult step to cross. We
cell phones showed up," he said.
prove that Seaside is a success by its ever-escalating real estate
It numbs us, all this profit-making, these days more a
values. Is it a success in human terms? Those who have settled
manipulation of numbers than a making of anything, whether
in there as year-round residents would say yes, but they are a
it’s a piece of furniture or a whole community. We rush from
small group, and they’re among the few who don’t reap the
place to place, filling our Filofaxes with appointments, honking
rewards of the hungry rental market. I personally love Seaside.
impatiently at the car in front of us if it lingers too long in front
But even though I’ve watched it grow from two cottages to 350,
of a lovely sight. The gigantic anonymity of superstores has
even though I know its plan and its architectural philosophy by
supplanted simple shopping in places where we might even
heart, I feel like a stranger there, much the way I would at a
know the storekeeper. Our cell phones have become a substitute
grand resort hotel. In this generation, I don’t think we can
for real communication, the kind done face-to-face, in person in
expect much more. Most of those who bought into the Seaside
the course of a leisurely walk or a long dinnet And when we’re
philosophy seem to have bought into the idea of making a lot
not shouting over the din of traffic into our cellulars, we’re
of money on it as well. Maybe I’m too cynical; everytime I go
thinking up clever shorthand jibes in the chat rooms of cyber
to Seaside, I have a wonderful time, and I’m inspired to think
space. All of it puts us in perpetual motion, and that’s a real
ever-loftier thoughts about the meaning of place. But I feel that
danger. I fear that as a populace, we have no inner life any more.
the essence of Seaside is still like rays of the sun that glimmer
And then I wonder, if there’s no inner life, can there be an
out there seductively and can’t be grasped.
outer life that has any substance to it? It’s a cautionary thought
Celebration-which has perhaps a bit less philosophy and
but one I’ve pondered for quite a while now as I’ve tried to
a bit more marketing savvy behind it-is at least a place to set
slow down and savor life a bit. I find myself watching others
tle. The last time I was in Celebration, I looked enviously at the
whirl by me, in a blur. That’s why I apply my metaphor to the
strolling families and the kids on blades and bikes out in the
question of community, I don’t think we’ll get there unless we
early evening cool. It did seem like a community straight from
shrug off the twin burdens of making money and staying in
central casting. I know that Celebration will have its problems.
motion. I don’t think we’ll get there unless-forgive me for
The model school-a major lure for families who moved
this-we stop and smell the roses. U
Beth Dunlop, an architecture critic and author of four books, lives in Miami Beach.
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WILL YOUR BANK BE
GONE BEFORE YOU ARE?
SUCCESSFUL WEALTH MANAGEMENT
IS MEASURED IN GENERATIONS.
ome individuals who have spent a lifetime accumulating
substantial wealth may have heightened concern that their
bank or trust company may be vulnerable to the disruptive

effects of a merger or acquisition.
Of greatest concern to some is that the selection of an
Executor and Trustee, by its very nature, should be one that
will last for generations. Oftentimes a merged institution bears
little resemblance to the predecessor in terms of focus,’philos
ophy and service. At Bessemer, we have dedicated ourselves
exclusively to the management of wealth since 1907. Our
unique combination of investment, fiduciary and tax exper
tise, and experience with real estate and private companies
have allowed us to successfully administer and settle some of
America’s largest and most complex estates and trusts.
Our private ownership and unique commitment ensure a
level of continuity and service to the future generations of a
family rarely found in today’s banking institutions. Today, we
supervise over $12 billion of assets for some 750 clients and
their families. If you have $5 million or more to invest and
would like to learn more about Bessemer and its services,
please call or write Frank E. Flelsom at 561 655-4030.

Bessemer Trust
ENHANCING PRIVATE FORTUNES FOR GENERATIONS
Bessemer Trust Company of Florida, 222 Royal Palm Way, Palm Beach, Florida 33480
The Bessemer Trust Companies? Offices in New York, Palm Beach, Miami, Naples,
Washington, DC, Los Angeles, Chicago, London, Woodbridge, NJ, Grand Cayman

tourists

Bicycling
from Nevada
startfora ride from
a B&B in
Monticello-a nice
place to visit or to
live. See story,
page 36.
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